Let X be a connected simple finite CW-complex, X its localization at p for p prime or 0 [5] , and G (X) the evaluation subgroup of nn(X) [l] .
If e • X->X^ is the canonical map, we show that a £ G (X) if and only if p p r n . J e Aa) £G (X A fot all p. As corollaries we obtain that Gn(X ) ~ ^n(X ) and X is a G-space [l] if and only if X is a G-space for all p, where
is the localization of the group Gn(X). This is analogous to results obtained for //-spaces [3] > [5L All //-spaces are G-spaces , and many properties of //-spaces are shared by G-spaces. 
where 1" is the identity on X.
G (X) consists of all elements cl e n (X) such that there is a function n n F: X x S"->X with F|XVS" = lxVa. Such a function will be called an affilated map for a.
Localizations
and evaluation subgroups. Let (1) e : LlW, X: f) -LlW, X -e J) P P P be defined by ê (g) = eg. LÍW, X;f).
X-->LlW, X ; e f)
Since co is a fibration in both columns and two of the three horizontal maps p-localize, e also p-localizes (see 2.21 and [5] Proof. Let F: X x Sn-+ X be an affiliated map for a. Let F he the composition 1X( X x Sn-
Note that (X x S"L =X x S". Since F\Sn = a eh = e a, F is an affili-P P P P P P ' ated map for e *(a). This result does not require X to be finite. order pm, p any prime, then each k .a will be in G (X) and thus a £ Gn(X).
We assume then that a has order pm for p prime and localize at this p. Consider the following diagram:
77 iLlX, X ■ e ))- a prime factor of q~. Localizing at this p we obtain an element ß £ 77 (L(X, X; lx)) and a q" where p Y q" such that crj^ß') = q " a. But then q" a is in the subgroup generated by q~a so q is a multiple of q~.
This is a contradiction since p is a factor of z? but not of q . Thus
¿7=1 and a £ G (X).
During the proof we also obtained the following useful corollary. For C" Haslam has obtained a converse to this theorem [2] . For C , p prime, the converse is false in general but the simply connected case is still open.
